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Abstract: Signaling process of vertical handoff with QoS decision algorithm based on fuzzy logic. This paper mainly
support between GPRS and WLAN is developed. studies signaling process betweenWLAN and GPRS, and
Schemes of Handoff Preparing Loop (HPL) and Layer 3 proposes a scheme of QoS guaranteed handoff signaling
(Mobile IP layer) bi-direction cormections between GPRS process.
and WLAN are proposed in order to provide QoS Mu
guarantee. However, bi-direction connection will occupy networks cons oee cateors Layero3esoutmore~~~newr.eore.T ov hspolm networks consist of three categories: Layer 3 solutiori,more network resources. To solve this problem, a Lae ouinadCoslyrslto 4. Th* *^ * * s t s s > ~Layer 2 solution and Cross-layer solttion [4]. Theparameter "connecting lifetime" is introduced. The latency
analysis and simulation results show that systems could proposed scheme belongs to the third category.
achieve better perfornance in terms of handoff latency The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section It
and outage probability. introduces structure of integrated networks. Section III

describes signaling process scheme. In section IV, detailed
handoff signaling process flow is presented. And analysis

I. INTRODUCTION for the latency of L3 handoff is given. Simulation and
analysisis given in sectionV. Conclusion is drawn in

With the development of wireless telecommunication s
industry, the needs of mobile users for wide bandwidth
services as well as large-scale access availability, such as II. INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE OF WLAN AND
real-time multimedia service, are increasing. However, GPRS
most existing wireless networks can be divided into two Two kinds of architectures are popular for WLAN-
categories: those that provide low bandwidth services over
a wide geographic area, and those that provide high GPRscombriaeton: tight coupling and loose coupling.
bandwidth services over a limited geographic area. f i scres the tight coupling WLANiSnecessary to fmd a way to integrate both kinds of networks sg
to provide high bandwidth and large-scale coverage. In usuaUy considered as one of the GPRS cells, which leads
particular, WLAN (such as IEEE 802.1 Ib) provides to simple structure, but the low speed bottleneck cannot be

alable 11Mbps servce in hotspots. Cellular wireless overcome for the core network is still the GPRS network.
networksvcanacover c r . The IETF Mobile IP based structure belongs to loose
lmtedrkbandwidth,le.g.Gscl network eprovideup couplig architecture, but it is not described in detail in [5].hlmited bandwidth, e.g. GPRS network provides up to m
171.2 Kbps data rate[l]. It is desirable to use WLAN We propose the structure based on Mobile IP. The core

* 1 s 1 ~~~~~~network is Mobile IP network. GPRS and V/LANnetwork in hotspot as much as possible to enjoy high data networks are fully overlapped. GPRS network is te home
rate, low power consumption and low charge; when away
from hotspots, handoff to GPRS network is made t network, attached to Home Agent (HA), and all the WLAN

* * >- * * r t ~~~~~~~networks are visit'm networks. When Mobile Station NS)maintain ongoing communications. Therefore seamless
vertical handoff between heterogeneous networks is moves into the hotspot of WLAN, MS obtains a Foreign
inevitable. Agent Care-of Address (CoA), which means that the data

is encapsulated at HA, tunneled to FA, and decapsulated at
Implementation of vertical handoff with QoS guarantee FA, then delivered to MS.

is one of key problems. [2][3]propose a vertical handoff . SHMOFVRIAHNDFSGALG

This research is supported by the NSFC/RGC Joint Vertical handoff of heterogeneous netwvorks is usually
Research Scheme. Project No. comnplicated and of large latency. In order to provide QoS
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guaranteed handoff, the Handoff Preparing Loop (HPL) is latency. However, if Layer 3 connections with both GPRS
introduced. HPL is the area near the edge of WLAN and WLAN networks are established before Layer 2
hotspot, where handoff is about to perform. It is designed handoff, namely bi-direction connection, outage will be
that all the handoff signaling exchanges in HPL. And reduced. Figure 3 shows the process.
before Layer 2 disconnection with the old network, the .
new Layer 3 connection is set up in HPL, namely bi-
direction connection. Then Layer 2 handoff occurs. HPL - H0,: New access is monitored. When new lnk is
could provide more time for systems to prepare for vertical available, MS and systems could judge which
handoff, leading to low handoff latency and low outage network is currently servig. And Care-of Address is
probability. achieved.p- HH2: When HPL is triggered, handoff signaling
A. HandoffPreparing Loop exchanges in the loop.

When MS moves from GPRS to WLAN, it is defned - H3: Bi-direction connection registration is done if
that the spot where the first signal from WLAN above available resource allocation is finished.
threshold is received is the start point of HPL, and handoff - Hw4: Link layer handoff happens if the condition is
spot is the end point of HPL. When MS moves to GPRS met.
from WLAN, the spot where the first signal from WLAN - H5:After binding update, handoff is finished.
below threshold is received is the start point, and the . .
handoff spot is the end point. As shown in figure I and 2. L3 [L3L] L3 Biding

\ ~~~~~~~~~~~Newlink*s**s |
j rs4 ecive1 rJGPRS cell unknown
abvtrsho Actual WLAN area Nwln

0 where MS remains known

ando 0 ~~HPL prpnnO 2 ~
spot ~~~Movingprain

direction p

figure I HPL: from GPRS to WLAN estalis

;>\ O~~ GPRS cell'_

iMbelowthreshDidv:\ figure 3 WLAN - GPRS bi-direction connection/ \ Actual ~~WLAN area
where MS remains Although bi-direction connection could reduce handoff

latency, it would occupy more network resources,
\ _ / W HPL especially for those users who are static in the HPL area.

\ gHndfMoving In this case, the bi-direction will maintain for ever unless
\_ot " direction the MS moves away or is turned off. So a parameter - bi-

direction Connecting Lifetime (CL) is introduced in order
figure 2 HPL firom WLAN to GPRS to solve the problem. The CL is inserted in the registration

The size of the loop is dynamic under different signaling to define the session of bi-direction connection.
conditions according to the adaptive handoff decision IV. DETAILED HANDOFT SIGNALING PROCESS AND
algorithm[2]. For example, when MS moves slowly in

ANA DETIL
GPRS cell towards WLAN area and the traffic of WLAN
is low, algorithm in [2] encourages MS to switch to A. Signalingflow
WLAN network, so the distance between the start point In this section, detailed vertical handoff signaling
and the end point is short. When MS' speed is fast and the In is sented accod to handous scripion
WLAN is busy, handoff to WLAN is discouraged, so the process IS presented according to previous descrption.
loop is wide. Low handoff latency and rapid signal Handoff trigger could be diinded into two categores:
exchanging is crucial for high speed MS. The HPL could network trgger and MS trgger. And the network trgger
provide more time for high speed MS to prepare for consists of two cases: the source trigger and the target
handoff, reducig outage probability consequently. trigger[6]. Only signaling with target trigger is shown in

the paper for the limited space. Here the target means
B. WLAN4- GPRS bi-direction connection GPRS BS or WLAN AP. Signaling process for handoff to

Networks integration by Mobile E will increase hanidoff WLAN from GPRS is shown in figure 4. MN's IP address
(Mobile Note's) m figure 4 is the Home Address, and FA's
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IP address is the Care-of Address. According to [7], MS V. SIMULATION RESULTS
could judge the new available access is WLAN or GPRS
through Agent Advertisement and Solicitation messages,
and achieve CoAs. After target trigger (start point of HPL), 1400m 8 lOOm
MS enters the HPL, and FA registers to HA. HA checks 4i S
the registration message and reserves resource for MS, and cWaQW Wc
then sends the reply message, which is cached in FA. Then Ga W Gb
the bi-direction connection is set up. HPL is over when MS
Layer 2 handoff occurs. The signaling frames are defined
in [7]. The CL value is inserted in the registration request figure 5 simulation scenario
message. This section presents the simulation using MATLAB

for CL and analysis of the results. The scenario for
[,__________ ,,,_____________ handoff is shown in figure 5. The parameters and
Agent SoIlktatlo and Agent Ad'ertisement algorithm have described in [2]. The MS moves from Ga
[M Ns ae to Gb at certain speed, and ongoing communication may
[HA' s JP adds s] Registration request handoff to Wa, Wb or Wc. Comparisons between systems

[MN' s W address] with and without bi-direction connection are simulated,
[FA' s IP address] when CL takes different values, as shown in figure 6 - 10.

HPL-r ,l[HA' s IP address] Through comparisons the proper CL values are defined.
[connecting lifetime] The traffic of WLAN is 20 users in this simulation. MS's

l Registrationreply speed is 1, 6, 11, 16 and 21 mls respectively. The unit of
CL is second, because the IETF Mobile IP defines that

z--cormnecting--4 -connecting ' , there is only one Agent Advertisement in one second at
most, which means that handoff latency will not be shorter

Registration request than one second.
Registration reply 2MS's sped s

. + wlth bl-direcffon

figure 4 Handoff signaling process: GPRS -> WLAN 02 .------------
B. Latency analysis 50.1 . __ *--

Handoff delay basically consists of two components: , 0.1
link layer establishment delay and signaling delay. Link ?
layer establishment is assumed to be negligible to signaling 0O -------

delay, so only signaling delay is accounted. Here define the _ , _j
handoff latency is the delay between registration messages 20 40 CL(s) 60 80 100
sent and received by MS. figure 6 Outage probability vs CL when MS is slowest

It is assumed that the delay between MS and the access 025 MS's speed:6mis
network is tS. As shown in figure 4, the vertical handoff v.+wit bi-direction
latency between GPRS and WLAN, namely tnho is defined --02 ,-. lwithoutb_-directfon
as follows:

t"ho ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ or t. .t. . ..

a 0.1
registration request to FA registration reply

2t* (1) .

For the proposed signaling scheme, network layer 0 20 40 CL(s) 60 80 100
handoff is prior to the link layer handoff; therefore the figure 7 Outage probability vs. CL when MS is slow
handoff latency and outage probability will be dramatically
reduced. However, for the traditional Mobile IP signaling
scheme[7], in which the link layer handoff occurs first and
then the network layer handoff follows, tvho could be large
enough to cause outage.
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0.06 _ MS's speed:lImls CL definition is shown in figure 11. Outage is reduced in
with bi-direction the system with bi-direction connection when the velocity

.- wfflhout bi-directlon?0.04 ---------I---^--.------ without b of MS is not fast.

g -----.,,,.---------;-,,,,--- , Comparison betwen two syxtems
003 ------ --------------billielh -.-without bl-dlrctlon

00D - :- .20 so so 1e.0 2C) 40~~~CL(s)6 80 10

figure 8 Outage probability vs. CL whenMS is normal
______ MS's speed:16m/s

, , _ ~~~wffl bi-directfon Ol-. withoutbwdirecUon 0 O 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
0.04 ------- MS's spe.dfmIS)

figure 11 Outage probability comparison between two
systems

co OJD2 F- % -S = S E 1VI. CONCLUSION

0.1 --------- ---------This paper proposes a signalingprocess scheme with
_____._________________ _ . .QoS guarantee based on Mobile IP architecture for
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0l 20 40 CL(s) 60 80 110 WLAN and GPRS networks. Vertical handoff latency is

figure 9 Outage probability vs. CL when MS is fast reduced through the design of Handoff Preparing Loop
and Bi-direction connection Detailed vertical handoff

MS's speed:21mls0.06 . M signalng process is descnrbed and analyzed. Simulation
-. wit bi-dirsecton

L 'e= without bi-direction and analysis results indicate that the system with bi-
.. ___ . .direction connection will achieve better performance in

0.03 ! - terms of outage probability and handoff latency.
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